
On Optimal Solutions to Two-Block H1 Problems �Babak Hassibi and Thomas KailathInformation Systems LaboratoryStanford UniversitySeptember 16, 1997AbstractIn this paper we obtain a new formula for the minimum achievable disturbance attenu-ation in two-block H1 problems. This new formula has the same structure as the optimalH1 norm formula for noncausal problems, except that doubly-in�nite (so-called Laurent)operators must be replaced by semi-in�nite (so-called Toeplitz) operators. The bene�t ofthe new formula is that it allows us to �nd explicit expressions for the optimal H1 norm inseveral important cases: the equalization problem (or its dual, the tracking problem), andthe problem of �ltering signals in additive noise. Furthermore, it leads us to the concepts of\worst-case non-estimability", corresponding to when causal �lters cannot reduce the H1norms from their a priori values, and \worst-case complete estimability", corresponding towhen causal �lters o�er the same H1 performance as noncausal ones. We also obtain anexplicit characterization of worst-case non-estimability and study the consequences to theproblem of equalization with �nite delay.1 IntroductionThe formula for the minimum achievable disturbance attenuation in two-block H1 problems(denoted hereafter by c) was obtained by Verma and Jonckheere [1] and Feintuch and Francis�This work was supported in part by DARPA through the Department of Air Force under contract F49620-95-1-0525-P00001 and by the Joint Service Electronics Program at Stanford under contract DAAH04-94-G-0058-P00003. 1



[2] in the mid 1980's. In these works c was described as the spectral radius of a mixedToeplitz-plus-Hankel operator. Despite the elegance of this result, little physical insight intothe properties of the two-block problem have been obtained in this framework. Moreover,the explicit computation of the spectral radius of the mixed Toeplitz-plus-Hankel operatorhas been superseded by state-space Riccati-based approaches that compute this quantity onlyimplicitly (see e.g., [4]).In this paper we attempt to show that much insight into the two-block H1 problem canbe obtained by studying the minimum achievable disturbance attenuation. The main result inthis attempt is a new formula for c which is, in our view, simpler than the mixed Toeplitz-plus-Hankel spectral radius formula, and which retains the same structure as the formulafor the minimum achievable disturbance attenuation in noncausal two-block H1 problems.To demonstrate this fact, we give a complete analysis of c for the important problems ofequalization and of �ltering signals in additive noise. This study reveals that for minimumphase systems causal equalizers have the same H1 performance as non-causal ones, whereas fornon-minimum phase systems causal equalizers cannot reduce further attenuate the disturbancesfrom their a priori values. For the problem of �ltering signals in additive noise, the study revealsthat causal �lters have the same H1 performance as non-causal ones.While such a complete analysis for general two block problems is not currently available(primarily due to the fact that simple frequency-domain characterizations of c currently donot exist), we do introduce two concepts that we believe are of considerable importance. The�rst is \worst-case complete estimability" which corresponds to when causal estimators havethe same H1 performance as non-causal ones, and roughly speaking represents an easy estima-tion problem. The second is \worst-case non-estimability" which corresponds to when causalestimators cannot reduce c from their a priori bounds, and roughly speaking represents adi�cult estimation problem. These concepts are important since in estimation (and control)one would like to set up problems that are close to worst-case complete estimable and thatavoid worst-case non-estimability. Although we have not been able to give a simple character-ization of worst-case complete estimability, we do give one for worst-case non-estimability and2



demonstrate its merits by studying the problem of equalization with �nite delay.The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce our notation in Sec. 1.1and state the two-block H1 problem in Sec. 2. The non-causal solution to this problem isgiven in Sec. 2.1. The main result of the paper is in Sec. 3 which gives a new formula forthe minimum achievable disturbance attenuation, c. The special cases of equalization and�ltering signals in additive noise are studied in Secs. 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. The concepts ofworst-case complete estimability and worst-case non-estimability are introduced in Sec. 5, thecharacterization of worst-case non-estimability in Sec. 5.1, and the application to equalizationwith �nite delay in Sec. 5.2. The conclusion is given in Sec. 6.1.1 NotationIn this paper we shall often deal with time-invariant operators that map l2;m to l2;p, i.e., thespace of square-summable sequences of m-vectors to the space of square-summable sequencesof p-vectors, according to the rule yi = 1Xj=�1Ti�juj ; (1)where u = fuig 2 l2;m and y = fyig 2 l2;p. Note that the above equation can also be writtenas 266666666666664
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Another characterization of the operator T is through its z-transform,T (z) = 1Xi=�1Tiz�i; (3)which, since T maps l2;m to l2;p, converges absolutely on an annulus containing the unit circle,jzj = 1. This implies that the Fourier transform T (ej!) is well-de�ned and bounded for all! 2 [0; 2�]. 3



We shall also often �nd it useful to partition the input and output sequences u and y intothe their past, u� �= fui; i < 0g and y� �= fyi; i < 0g, and present and future, u+ �= fui; i � 0gand y+ �= fyi; i � 0g, components. We shall also denote the corresponding spaces of semi-in�nite sequences by l2;m� , l2;p� and l2;m+ , l2;p+ , respectively. With this partitioning of the inputand output spaces, the operator T can be partitioned as follows:T = 2664 T� TATH T+ 3775 ; (4)where 8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
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The operator T� maps l2;m� to l2;p� , i.e., past inputs to past outputs, and is called a Toeplitzoperator, whereas the operator TH maps l2;m� to l2;p+ , i.e., past inputs to present and futureoutputs, and is called a Hankel operator. Similar remarks apply to T+ and TA, though we shallnot be concerned with such operators in this paper. The doubly-in�nite operator T , however,is referred to as a Laurent operator.We will also be interested in the induced 2-norm, or so-called H1 norm, of such operatorswhich is de�ned askT k1 �= supu6=02l2;m kT uk2kuk2 and kT�k1 �= supu� 6=02l2;m� kT�u�k2ku�k2 (6)where we have used kak2 = Pi a�i ai. Moreover, it turns out that, since Laurent and Toeplitzoperators are time-invariant, there is a very simple frequency-domain characterization of their4



H1 norms: kT k1 = sup!2[0;2�] �� hT (ej!)i and kT�k1 = sup!2[0;2�] �� hT (ej!)i ; (7)where ��(�) denotes the maximum singular value of its argument. [Note that kT k1 = kT�k1.]Finally, we should mention that the operators T and T� will be called causal if Ti = 0, forall i < 0, or, in other words, if TA = 0.2 The Two-Block ProblemConsider the following \two-block" operator,TK = � L�KH �K � ; (8)where L and H are causal Laurent operators. The operator K is also Laurent, though notnecessarily causal. The two block H1 problem can thus be formulated as follows.Problem 1 (Two-Block H1 Problem) Consider the causal Laurent operators, L and H.(a) Find s, where s �= infK � L�KH �K �1 : (9)(b) Find c, where c �= infcausal K � L�KH �K �1 : (10)Note that in Problem 1-(a) there is no restriction on the Laurent operator K, whereas inProblem 1-(b) the Laurent operator is restricted to being causal. It is thus clear thats � c: (11)Many estimation problems lead to Problem 1. To this end, consider Fig. 1 where H and Lare known causal linear time-invariant operators (or simply, causal LTI systems), the sequencesfuig and fvig are unknown sequences, fyig is the known observations sequence, and fsig is theunobservable desrired sequence we wish to estimate. The goal in estimation is to appropriatley5



design the (so-called) estimator K that provides the estimates fŝig based on the observationsfyig. When K is a non-causal operator the estimation problem is referred to as a smoothingproblem since the estimator has access to future observations, whereas when K is a causaloperator the estimation problem is referred to as a �ltering problem since the estimator doesnot have access to future observations.
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Figure 1: A general estimation problem.The behavior of any estimator K may be captured by the induced transfer operator thatmaps the unknown disturbances fujg and fvjg to the estimation errors ~s �= f~sg. However,from Fig. 1 it straightforward to see that this transfer operator is given by TK, i.e.,TK : 264 uv 375! ~s: (12)In estimation the goal is to make the transfer operator TK small in some sense. In Problem 1we have proposed to make TK small in the sense of its H1 norm. This will have the e�ect ofminimizing the maximum energy gain from the disturbances to the estimation errors, i.e.,infK supu;v 6=2l2 k~sk22kuk22 + kvk22 and infcausal K supu;v 6=2l2 k~sk22kuk22 + kvk22 ; (13)which is also the reason why s and c are referred to as the minimum disturbance attenuations.Many full information control problems also lead to the two-block problem of Problem 1.However, since they are essentially the dual of the estimation problem just mentioned, we shallnot further consider them here. 6



Finally, we should mention that there is no loss of generality in assuming that H and Lare causal. When H and L are noncausal, the two-block problem can be readily replaced byan equivalent two-block problem where the H and L are indeed causal.2.1 The Non-Causal SolutionFinding an expression for the minimum disturbance attenuation when K is not restricted tobe causal is quite straightforward and only requires a \completion of squares" argument.Theorem 1 (Non-Causal Optimal H1 Norm) Consider the causal Laurent operators, Land H and suppose we would like to solves = infK � L�KH �K �1 :Then we have2s = L (I +H�H)�1 L�1 = sup!2[0;2�] �� �L(ej!)�I +H�(ej!)H(ej!)��1 L�(ej!)� : (14)
Proof: Note that we may writeTKT �K = (L�KH)(L �KH)� +KK�;so that after a completion of squares,TKT �K = �K � LH�(I +HH�)�1� (I +HH�)�K� LH�(I +HH�)�1�� + L (I +H�H)�1 L�:(15)Since the second term on the RHS is independent of K, the transfer operator TKT �K can, infact, be minimized by setting the �rst term equal to zero (take K = LH�(I +HH�)�1). Thisleads to TKT �K = L (I +H�H)�1 L�, and hence the desired result.
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3 Optimal H1 Norm in the Causal CaseThe main result of this paper has to do with a new expression for c, which is given below.Theorem 2 (Causal Optimal H1 Norm) Consider the causal Laurent operators, L andH and suppose we would like to solvec = infcausalK � L�KH �K �1 :Then we have 2c = L� �I +H��H���1 L��1 : (16)
Note that the expressions for the minimum disturbance attenuation in the non-causal andcausal cases (of Theorems 1 and 2) have the exact same structure! The only di�erence betweenthe two is that the doubly-in�nite Laurent operators L and H must be replaced by the semi-in�nite Toeplitz operators L� andH�. This fact has the following interpretation: the minimumdisturbance attenuation in a doubly-in�nite causal estimation problem is the same as the theminimum disturbance attenuation in the semi-in�nite non-causal problem.The reason why we were able to give a simple frequency-domain expression for s in The-orem 1 is that products and inverses of Laurent operators are themselves Laurent operators.Thus L (I +H�H)�1 L� is a Laurent operator and Eq. (14) readily follows. However, prod-ucts and inverses of Toeplitz operators are not necessarily Toeplitz (the reader may want tocheck, for example, that H��H� is not Toeplitz). Thus L� �I +H��H���1 L�� is not necessar-ily a Toeplitz operator, and so simple frequency-domain formulas for c in Eq. (16) cannotgenerally be given.However, some further characterization of L� �I +H��H���1 L�� can indeed be given. Tothis end, let us de�ne E �= L(I +H�H)�1L� = 2664 E� E�HEH E+ 3775 ; (17)
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and note that E = LL� �LH�(I +HH�)�1HL�: (18)Now, if we further de�ne the spectral factorization��� = I +HH�; (19)with � causal and causally invertible, and the operatorP �= ��1HL� = 2664 P� PAPH P+ 3775 ; (20)then using (18) we can identify the Toeplitz part of E asE� = (LL�)� � (P�P)� = L�L�� �P��P� �P�HPH : (21)But since P = 2664 ��1� 0���1+ �H��1� ��1+ 37752664 H� 0HH H+ 37752664 L�� L�H0 L�+ 3775 ;we have P� = ��1� H�L��: (22)This therefore implies that E� can be written asE� = L�L�� �L�H������ ��1� H�L�� �P�HPH : (23)But since2664 �� 0�H �+ 37752664 ��� ��H0 ��+ 3775 = 2664 I 00 I 3775+ 2664 H� 0HH H+ 37752664 H�� H�H0 H�+ 3775 ;we have ����� = I +H�H��;so thatE� = L�L�� �L�H��(I +H�H��)�1H�L�� �P�HPH = L�(I +H��H�)�1L�� �P�HPH : (24)9



We thus �nally have L�(I +H��H�)�1L�� = E� + P�HPH ; (25)which recovers a wellknown result of Verma and Jonckheere [1] and Feintuch and Francis [2]that states that the minimum disturbance attenuation is given by the spectral radius of theso-called mixed Toeplitz-plus-Hankel operator E� + P�HPH . We can summarize this result inthe following theorem.Theorem 3 (Mixed Toeplitz-Plus-Hankel Operator) Consider the causal Laurent oper-ators, L and H. Then we have 2c = kE� + P�HPHk1 : (26)where we have de�ned E = L(I +H�H)�1L�;and P = ��1HL� ; ��� = I +HH�with � causal and causally invertible.Eq. (25) is signi�cant since it shows that the operator L�(I+H��H�)�1L�� is generally notToeplitz, and, in fact, that it di�ers from the Toeplitz operator E� by the amount of P�HPH .When the operators L and H arise from a �nite-dimensional state-space model, i.e., when thecorresponding L(z) and H(z) are rational of McMillan degree n, say, then the Hankel operatorPH has �nite rank n. [Thus L�(I +H��H�)�1L�� di�ers from a Toeplitz operator by a �niterank amount.]Note that 2s = kE�k1. Therefore (26) shows, as expected, that c � s, and that theincrease in the minimum disturbance attenuation depends on the Hankel operator PH .Although Eq. (26) is an intriguing result, it has not proven to be a very useful tool inanalyzing the behaviour of c with respect to L and H. The main reason is that simplefrequency domain formulas for the spectral radius of mixed Toeplitz-plus-Hankel operators arenot generally available [3]. [Currently, for operators arising from �nite-dimensional state-space10



models, c is computed by iteratively solving certain algebraic Riccati equations [4].] Anotherreason is that the dependence of the Hankel operator PH on the original L and H is quitecomplicated.However, we shall in the remainder of this paper see that our new formula (16) allows usto draw various qualitative and quantitative conclusions about c. The main reasons for thisare that in the new formula the dependence of c on L and H is much simpler, and that theformula retains the same structure as in the non-causal case of Eq. (14).To end this section we shall give a proof of Theorem 2. Although it is possible to give adirect proof of this theorem, we shall instead prove Theorem 3. The proof of Theorem 2 thenfollows from the identity (25).Proof of Theorems 2 and 3: As just stated, we need only prove Theorem 3. To this end,choose an arbitrary . Then using (15) we may write2I � TKTK = 2I �L(I +H�H)�1L� + (K��LH����)(K� �LH����)�:Now if  is such that  > s, since s = kL(I + H�H)�1L�k1, we can de�ne the spectralfactorization SS� = 2I �L(I +H�H)�1L� = 2I � E > 0;with S causal and causally invertible. We therefore have2I � TKTK = S hI � (S�1K�� S�1LH����)(S�1K�� S�1LH����)�i :The above equation implies that 2I � TKTK > 0, and  > c, if, and only if, a causal K canbe chosen such that(S�1K�� S�1LH����)(S�1K�� S�1LH����)� < I:But since S�1K� is causal (and so are S and ��1), due to Nehari's Theorem [5], this ispossible if, and only if, the Hankel operator of T �= ��1HL�S�� = PS�� has spectral radiusstrictly less than unity. Let us therefore identify the Hankel operator of T . Thus,2664 T� TATH T+ 3775 = 2664 P� PAPH P+ 37752664 S��� �S��� S�HS��+0 S��+ 3775 ;11



which implies TH = PHS��� :Now  > c, if, and only if, T �HTH < I, or equivalently, if, and only if, S�1� P�HPHS��� < I. Butthis implies S�S�� > P�HPH :Finally, since SS� = 2I � E , we have S�S�� = 2I � E�, so that  > c, if, and only if,2I > E� + P�HPH :But this readily implies 2c = kE� + P�HPHk1.
4 Some Special CasesIn this section we shall use the result of Theorem 2 to compute c for the two important specialcases of equalization (or its dual problem tracking) and �ltering signals from additive noise.4.1 The Equalization ProblemIn the equalization problem we have L = I. Referring back to Fig. 1, this means that we wouldlike to estimate the unknown input signal fuig from noisy measurements of the output of thelinear time-invariant system H. In this sense, the causal equalization problem can be regardedas the problem of causally inverting a linear system in the presence of additive noise.In what follows, we shall assume that the linear system H is square, i.e., that its impulseresponse fHig are elements of Cm�m. For the more general case, see [6].Theorem 4 (H1 Equalization) Consider the causal Laurent operator H, where the impulseresponse fHig is a sequence of elements of Cm�m, and suppose we want to �nd c, wherec = infcausalK � I �KH �K �1 :
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(i) If H is minimum phase, i.e., if H�1 is causal, then2c = 2s = sup!2[0;2�] �� ��I +H�(ej!)H(ej!)��1� : (27)(ii) If H is non-minimum phase, i.e., if H�1 is non-causal, then2c = 1: (28)In other words, if the system H has a causal inverse then causal equalizers o�er the sameperformance as non-causal equalizers that have access to future observations. On the otherhand, if H does not have a causal inverse then causal equalization is not possible from theH1 point of view, since  = 1 is the disturbance attenuation obtained by performing noequalization at all! Indeed K = 0 yieldsTK = � I 0 � ; (29)so that kTKk1 = 1.Proof of Theorem 4: To prove part (i) assume that H is minimum phase. We will showthat  > s )  > cwhich establishes s � c. But since we already know that s � c this readily implies thats = c.Now since H is minimum phase, H(z) has no unit circle zeros and hence2s = sup!2[0;2�] �� ��I +H�(ej!)H(ej!)��1� < 1:Choose now a  such that 1 >  > s. We thus have the following series of arguments:1 >  > s ) 2I > (I +H�H)�1) (�2 � 1)I < H�H) 1�2 � 1I > H�1H��13



) 1�2 � 1I > 2664 H�1� 0�H�12 HHH�1� H�12 37752664 H��� �0 � 3775) 1�2 � 1 2664 I 00 I 3775 > 2664 H�1� H��� �� � 3775) 1�2 � 1I > H�1� H��� ;where � denotes irrelevant entries. We can now unwind this last expression to get 2I >(I +H��H�)�1. But this implies that  > c, and we are done. [Note that the key step in theabove sequence of arguments was the fourth step where we used the fact that H�1 is causal,and hence lower triangular. Our argument would not follow through if H�1 were otherwise.]To prove part (ii) assume now that H�1 is non-causal. This implies that H(z) has a zerooutside the unit circle. Let p (jpj > 1) be such a non-minimum phase zero of H(z). Then26666666664
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Note that X 2 l2� since jpj > 1. The above equation shows that X is an eigenvector of H�with eigenvalue H(p). Now(I +H��H�)�1X = �I �H��(I +H�H��)�1H��X = X;so that (I +H��H�)�1 has an eigenvalue of unity. Since (I +H��H�)�1 � I this implies that(I +H��H�)�11 = 1;which is our desired result. [Note that the key to this derivation was the fact that H(z) hada non-minimum phase zero, i.e., jpj > 1. The argument is no longer valid if H(z) has onlyminimum phase zeros, since the vectors X that correspond to such zeros with jpj < 1 do notbelong to l2�.] 14



We �nally should remark that the result of Theorem 4 follows with relative ease fromEq. (25). It would have been much more di�cult to conceive and prove using Eq. (26).4.2 Filtering Signals from Additive NoiseIn this problem we have L = H. Referring back to Fig. 1, this means that we would like toestimate the unknown signal fsig from the \signal-plus-noise" observations fyi = si+vig. Theresult is given below. For further details see [7].Theorem 5 (H1 Filtering of Signals in Additive Noise) Consider the causal Laurentoperator H, and suppose we want to �nd c, wherec = infcausalK � H�KH �K �1 :Then we have 2c = 2s = sup!2[0;2�] �� �H(ej!)�I +H�(ej!)H(ej!)��1H�(ej!)� : (31)
Note that the above result shows that, from an H1 point of view, causal estimators havethe same performance as non-causal estimators when �ltering signals from additive noise.Proof of Theorem 5: We will show that > s )  > cwhich establishes s � c. But since we already know that s � c this readily implies thats = c.First note that since H(z) is analytic on jzj = 1, H(ej!) is bounded for all ! 2 [0; 2�], andhence 2s = sup!2[0;2�] �� �H(ej!)�I +H�(ej!)H(ej!)��1H�(ej!)� < 1:
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Choose now a  such that 1 >  > s. We thus have the following series of arguments:1 >  > s ) 2I > H(I +H�H)�1H� = I � (I +HH�)�1) (I +HH�)�1 > (1� 2)I) I +HH� < 11� 2 I) 2664 I 00 I 3775+ 2664 H� 0HH H+ 37752664 H�� H�H0 H�+ 3775 < 11� 2 2664 I 00 I 3775) 2664 I +H�H�� �� � 3775 < 11� 2 2664 I 00 I 3775) I +H�H�� < 11� 2 I;where � denotes irrelevant entries. We can now unwind this last expression to get 2I >H�(I +H��H�)�1H��. But this implies that  > c, and we are done.Note, once more, that the result of Theorem 5 would have been considerably more todi�cult to conceive and prove using Eq. (25).5 Worst-Case Non-Estimability and Worst-Case Complete Es-timabilityAs mentioned earlier, explicit frequency-domain expressions for c are currently not available.However, in general one can always claim thats � c � n �= kLk1 ; (32)where the upper bound follows from the fact that n corresponds to performing no estimation,i.e., K = 0, since for this choice of K we have TK = � L 0 �.Therefore a natural question to ask is what are the conditions on L and H for c to achieveeither of the above upper and lower bounds? This is also an important question since:16



� c = s corresponds to an easy estimation problem, since here causal estimators have thesame performance as noncausal ones.� c = n corresponds to a di�cult estimation problem, since here causal estimators cannoto�er any improvement over not estimating at all (K = 0).Due to the importance of the above concepts, we shall call the pair fL;Hg worst-casecomplete estimable if c = s and worst-case non-estimable if c = n.From our analysis of the previous section we already know the answer to whether fL;Hg isworst-case complete estimable or worst-case non-estimable for the special cases of equalizationand �ltering signal from additive noise. For the equalization problem the answer depends onwhetherH is minimum phase or not: ifH is minimum phase than fI;Hg is worst-case completeestimable, and ifH is non-minimum phase fI;Hg is worst-case non-estimable. For the problemof �ltering signal from additive noise, the pair fH;Hg is always worst-case complete estimable.Unfortunately, we do not currently have a characterization of when the arbitrary pairfL;Hg is worst-case complete estimable. However, for worst-case non-estimability we do havesuch a characterization, as described next.5.1 Worst-Case Non-EstimabilityTheorem 6 (Worst-Case Non-Estimability) Consider the causal Laurent operators, Land H and de�ne s = infK � L�KH �K �1 ;and c = infcausal K � L�KH �K �1 :Suppose, moreover, that s < n = kLk1. Then we have the following:(i) c = n, if, and only if, there exists an x 2 l2� such that(a) kL�xk2 = kLk1 kxk2.(b) H�x = 0. 17



(ii) If the corresponding z-transforms L(z) and H(z) are scalar and rational, then c = n,if, and only if,(a) L(z) is all-pass, i.e., jL(ej!)j = constant, for all ! 2 [0; 2�].(b) The number of non-minimum phase zeros of H(z) (counting multiplicities) is greaterthan the McMillan degree of L(z).The above theorem gives a very simple characterization of worst-case non-estimability.Conditions (i)-(a) and (i)-(b) are valid for general (nonrational and matrix-valued) L(z) andH(z). When L(z) and H(z) are scalar and rational these conditions simplify to (ii)-(a) and (ii)-(b). As seen, here non-estimability depends on three simple properties: the all-passness of L(z),the number of non-minimum phase (outside the unit circle) zeros of H(z), and the McMillandegree of L(z). We should also mention that there is a slightly more involved characterizationof non-estimability for the case of rational, but matrix-valued, L(z) and H(z) (which involvesthe condition �� �L(ej!)� = constant) but for brevity we shall not give it here.Proof of Theorem 6: We shall �rst prove that2c = supx6=02l2� kL�xk22kxk22 + kH�xk22 : (33)To this end, note that  > c if, and only if,2I �L�(I +H��H�)�1L�� , 264 I +H��H� L��L� 2I 375 > 0, I +H��H� � �2L��L� > 0, x�(I +H��H� � �2L��L�)x > 0; 8x 6= 0 2 l2�, kxk22 + kH�xk22 � �2kL�xk22; 8x 6= 0 2 l2�, 2 > kL�xk22kxk22 + kH�xk22 ; 8x 6= 0 2 l2�;which yields the desired result (33). We should also mention that a similar argument showsthat 2s = supx6=02l2 kLxk22kxk22 + kHxk22 : (34)18



Now since we have assumed s < n, we can only have c = n if s < c. This thereforeimplies that the supremum in (33) is achievable by an x 2 l2�. [If the supremum were notachievable in l2�, then c would coincide with the s given in (34).] Thus, c = n if, and onlyif, there exists some x 2 l2� such thatkL�xk22kxk22 + kH�xk22 = 2n = kLk21 ;or, in other words, if, and only if,�kL�xk22 � kLk21 kxk22�� kLk21 kH�xk22 = 0:But since kL�xk22�kLk21 kxk22 � 0, we conclude that the above equality can hold if, and onlyif, kL�xk22 = kLk21 kxk22 and kH�xk22 = 0which yields precisely Conditions (i)-(a) and (i)-(b).To prove the second claim assume that L(z) and H(z) are scalar rational transfer functions.We will �rst show that an x 2 l2� that achieves kLk1 exists if, and only if, L(z) is all-pass. Tothis end, suppose that L(z) is not all-pass so that kLk1 is achieved at only a �nite numberof frequencies (which correspond to the peak frequencies of jL(ej!)j). This means that kLk1is achieved by signals that are the sum of a �nite number of sinusoids (corresponding to thesepeaks). But since the sum of a �nite number of non-zero sinusoidal signals can never belongto l2� (or l2, for that matter), kLk1 cannot be achieved by any x 2 l2�. To prove the otherdirection, suppose that L(z) is all-pass. Then if we consider the vector 264 x0 375 2 l2, we haveL264 x0 37522 = kLk21 264 x0 37522 ;since kLyk22 = kLk21kyk22, for all y 2 l2. But the LHS is equal to 264 L�xLHx 37522 and the RHSequal to kLk21kxk22. We thus havekL�xk22 + kLHxk22 = kLk21kxk22:19



We can now conclude that kL�xk22 = kLk21kxk22 if, and only if, LHx = 0. But since, in therational case, LH has �nite rank (equal to the McMillan degree of L(z)) such an x 2 l2� canalways be found. This establishes Condition (ii)-(a).We thus conclude that c = n if, and only if, there exists an x 2 l2� such thatLHx = 0 and H�x = 0:We shall presently show that this is possible if, and only if, the number of non-minimum phasezeros of H(z) is greater than the McMillan degree of L(z). To do so, let us begin by identifyingthe null-space of H� = 26666666664
. . .. . . H0: : : H1 H0: : : H2 H1 H0

37777777775 :It is straightforward to see that if H(z) has non-minimum phase zeros fpi; jpij > 1gni=1, eachwith multiciplity f�igni=1, then the null-space of H� is given by
Span

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
2666666666666666664

......p�3ip�2ip�1i1
3777777777777777775 ;
2666666666666666664

......3p�2i2p�1i10
3777777777777777775 ; : : : ;

2666666666666666664
...�ip�1i10...0

3777777777777777775
9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
n
i=1

:
For simplicity, we shall henceforth assume that H(z) has no repeated roots. [Our argumentscan be carried over to the general case with some notational care.] Thus the null-space of H�is given by Span8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:

26666666664
...p�21p�111

37777777775 ;
26666666664

...p�22p�121
37777777775 ; : : : ;

26666666664
...p�2np�1n1

37777777775
9>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>; :

20



Let us now compute LHx for every basis vector in the above null-space of H�. To this end,note that LH can be written as LH = OLCL;where OL and CL are the full-rank observability and controllability matrices corresponding toL(z): O�L = � : : : F �2H� F �H� H� � and CL = � : : : F 2G FG G � ;that have rank d, equal to the McMillan degree of L(z). [Note here that F is a stable matrix.]Thus, LH 26666666664
...p�2ip�1i1

37777777775 = OL � : : : F 2G FG G � 26666666664
...p�2ip�1i1

37777777775 = OL(I � p�1i F )�1G;where the inverse exists since pi cannot be an eigenvalue of F , as F is stable. Since OL isfull-rank, there will exist an x in the null-space of H�, such that LHx = 0 if, and only if, thevectors n(I � p�11 F )�1G; (I � p�12 F )�1G; : : : ; (I � p�1n F )�1Go ;are linearly dependent. Multiplying throughout by the nonsingular matrix Qni=1(I � p�11 F )this is equivalent to the condition that the vectors8<:Yi6=1(I � p�1i F )G;Yi6=2(I � p�1i F )G; : : : ;Yi6=n(I � p�1i F )G9=; ; (35)be linearly independent. But note thatYi6=1(I�p�1i F )G = G�0@Xi6=1 p�1i 1AFG+12 0@ Xi6=1;i6=j p�1i p�1j 1AF 2G+: : :+(�1)n�10@Yi6=1 p�1i 1AF n�1G;so that we may write� Qi6=1(I � p�1i F )G Qi6=2(I � p�1i F )G : : : Qi6=n(I � p�1i F )G � =
21



� G FG F 2G : : : F n�1G � 266666666666664
1 1 : : : 1�Pi6=1 p�1i �Pi6=2 p�1i : : : �Pi6=n p�1i12 Pi6=1;i6=j p�1i p�1j 12 Pi6=2;i6=j p�1i p�1j : : : 12 Pi6=n;i6=j p�1i p�1j... ... : : : ...(�1)n�1Qi6=1 p�1i (�1)n�1Qi6=2 p�1i : : : (�1)n�1Qi6=n p�1i

377777777777775| {z }�=M
:

Using the symmetries of M with respect to the pi, it can be shown thatdet M =vuuut������Yi6=j(p�1i � p�1j )������:Thus, since the fpig are distinct, the collection of vectors in (35) will be linearly dependent if,and only if, the matrix � G FG F 2G : : : F n�1G � ;has linearly dependent rows. But since fF;Gg is controllable (we have taken CL to be fullrank), this is true if, and only if, n > d. Since n represents the number of non-minimum phasezeros of H(z) and d represents the McMillan degree of L(z), we have our desired result.Notet that the above result con�rms the result of Theorem 4, part (ii), on equalization.Indeed in the equalization problem L(z) = 1 is clearly all-pass and has McMillan degree zero.Thus if H(z) has any non-minimum phase zero, the equalization problem is worst-case non-estimable and c = n = 1.5.2 Application to Equalization with DelayTheorem 6 gives a very simple characterization of worst-case non-estimability. This is quiteuseful since it will allow us to recognize the occurrence of worst-case non-estimability in variousapplications, and to design estimation (and control) scenarios to avoid it. We shall presentlydemonstrate this by considering the problem of equalizing a scalar rational LTI system, H(z).Recall from Theorem 4 that if H(z) were non-minimum phase then causal equalization isnot possible since c = n = 1. One may then speculate whether it is possible to causally22



equalize H(z) by allowing a �nite amount of delay. In this case, one would like to estimateui�d, for some d > 0, using the observations fyj ; j � ig. Mathematically, this corresponds tochoosing L(z) = z�d in the two-block problem of Sec. 2. [Clearly, d =1 corresponds to non-causal equalization.] The natural question to ask is what is the delay necessary to guaranteec < n = 1? The answer is given by the following lemma.Lemma 1 (Equalization with Delay) Consider the Laurent operator with scalar rationaltransfer function H(z), and de�nec = infcausal K(�) � z�d �K(z)H(z) �K(z) �1 :Then if the number of non-minimum phase zeros of H(z) is given by n, we have:(i) c < 1 if d � n.(ii) c = 1 if d < n.Proof: The lemma clearly follows from Theorem 6, part (ii), since L(z) = z�d is all-pass andhas McMillan degree d.Therefore the minimum amount of delay is given by the number of non-minimum phasezeros of H(z). Another interesting question would be determining the amount of delay requiredto guarantee c = s. But this is essentially the question of worst-case complete estimabilityfor which we currently have no answer.6 ConclusionIn this paper we obtained a new formula for the minimum disturbance attenuation in twoblock H1 problems. This new formula has the bene�ts of being much simpler than the\mixed Toeplitz-plus-Hankel spectral radius" formula currently available, and of being similarin structure to the formula for the the minimum disturbance attenuation in non-causal twoblock problems. [Essentially, the only di�erence is the replacement of Laurent operators by23



Toeplitz ones.] Due to these bene�ts we were able to analyze in detail the behaviour of theminimum disturbance attenuation for the two important problems of equalization (or track-ing, by duality) and �ltering signals in additive noise. While for general estimation problemsthis is not yet possible, we did introduce the concepts of worst-case complete estimability,essentially when causal estimators have the same H1 performance as noncausal ones, andworst-case non-estimability, essentially when causal estimators cannot reduce the disturbanceattenutation from their a priori values. We were also able to give a complete characterization ofworst-case non-estimability and showed the value of this concept and characterization by study-ing the problem of equalization with a �nite amount of delay. Finally, we should mention thatopen problems suggested by this paper include �nding a characterization of worst-case com-plete estimability, studying the consequences of the results to four-block H1 problems, and,perhaps, �nding more explicit frequency-domain characterizations of the minimum achievabledisturbance attenuation.References[1] M. Verma and E.A. Jonckheere. l1 compensation with mixed sensitivity as a broadbandmatching problem. Systems and Control Letters, 4:125{129, 1984.[2] A. Feintuch and B.A. Francis. Uniformly optimal control of linear systems. Automatica,21:563{574, 1985.[3] E.A. Jonckheere and M. Verma. A spectral characterization of H1 optimal feedbackperformance and its e�cient computation. Systems and Control Letters, pages 124{131,1986.[4] J.C. Doyle, K. Glover, P.P. Khargonekar, and B.A. Francis. State-space solutions to stan-dard H2 and H1 control problems. IEEE Trans. on Automatic Control, 34:831{847, 1989.[5] Z. Nehari. On bounded bilinear forms. Annals of Mathematics, 15(1):153{162, 1957.
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